Zero Trust Research Project (ARMZTA) Meeting Minutes
02-01-2023

• Participants
  o Dr. Waleed Farag (PI)
  o Dr. Soundararajan Ezekiel
  o Dr. Xin-Wen Wu
  o Zaryn Good
  o Maria Balega
  o Drew Rado
  o Sky Semone
  o Jared Giesen

• Meeting started at 11:50 am
• Unanimously approved minutes for meeting on January 25th, 2023

Main Points:
• Progress report
  o Zaryn – Continued progress on lit review section of the paper and is planned to complete it very soon.
  o Maria – Time limited due to IoT project.
  o Drew – Worked on reading a few new papers on automatic mitigation and another paper shifting risk management from the often-standard monetary metric for evaluation to system vulnerability-based evaluation metrics.
  o Sky – Time limited due to IoT project.
  o Jared – Read and noted a paper on automated vulnerability prediction for Linux and began reading a paper on machine learning for automated risk assessments in large dynamic systems such as smart cities.

Discussion points
  o In future think about creating a poster for advertising the project at the scholar forum on April 5th (Submissions due by March 3rd).
  o Remember to thoroughly address your assigned questions in your paper.

• Tasks:
  o Work on finishing your research reports.

Adjournment at 12:15 pm

Next meeting will be held on Wednesday, February 8th at 11:45 am